
Autumn in the Owl Class 2020 

We are having a great time being back at school after such a long break.  Obviously in 

these constantly changing times things are a little different to before but we are getting 

used to the changes and are still managing to enjoy our time in Year 2.   

This half term we have based our learning around the story of Pattan’s Pumpkin by Chitra 

Soundar.  This is a traditional flood tale from the south of India, with parallels to Noah’s 

Ark.  It is a story told by the Irular tribe in the mountain valleys of the Western Ghats.  

Known as Sahaydri Mountains, these are some of the tallest and lushest valleys in India.  

In the story Pattan and his wife Kanni grow food which they kindly share with all of the 

other living creatures.  One day Pattan finds an ailing plant that he plants and nurtures.  

This tiny plants gradually becomes a huge and splendid pumpkin which then provides 

rescue and shelter when dark clouds gather and a flood threatens to destroy all human, 

animal and plant life.   

 

We have used this story and its pumpkin theme to inspire our own imaginative poems and 

letters.  We have also written a retell of it and our recall of the key events was extremely 

impressive.   

     



 

We have also been learning lots of interesting facts about the country India and the 

nature of the flooding that occurs there.  Our half term culminated in us designing our 

own information posters about the country. 

    

We have tried making our own origami boats as well as boats made from a variety of 

materials, which we were able to take home and test to see if they would float.   

      

     



Since it is Autumn we planted our own bulbs – flowers not pumpkins – which we are 

nurturing in the hope that they will grow as impressively as Pattan’s pumpkin did.   

   

On the wall of our classroom we have displayed our own beautiful oil pastel 

interpretations of pumpkins.  Aren’t they beautiful?     

     

Next term we will be moving on to studying the book Leaf by Sandra Dieckmann and 

exploring the Arctic region.   



 


